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Visit 
FLOWER and GIFT SHOP 
"Your Campus Town Florists" 
(Two Doors East of the Bank) 
Gifts Packed Free For 
Mail 
"FLOWERS BY WIRE" 
IS SO EASY TO HAVE 
Remember, girls, NOW is the 
time to stop in and make an ap-
pointment. Photographs make 
an ideal and very lasting 
WE ARE HAPPY TO SERVE YOU 
Hill's Studio 
2530 Lincoln Way Phone 347 
We're not sure 
what Christian Dior' s 
change in hemline 
will bring 
but we do know you' ll 
be wearing the smooth 
flair lines of Italian Boy 
in your hair fashion 
future. 
Artists in our two Salons can 
create this style-molded for you. 
Salon Downtown 
SHELDON-MUNN 
HOTEL 
Salon Suburban 
619 MAIN; 
LAUNDERETTE. BUILDING 
PHONE 678 Phone 1536 
MAX /HARRIMAN 
/v;;Jt~ 
STOP! 
COLD WEATHER AHEAD 
Be prepared for the 
chilly walks to classes 
with warm scarves, 
stoles, gloves and mit· 
tens. 
See the Large 
Assortment at 
STEPHENSON'S 
FAMOUS FOR FABRICS I 
Conveniently Located Opposite Campus 
THE low A HoMEMAKER 
New Reference 
Manual on 
Home Decorating! 
Send for your free copy! 
Here is the first book devoted to all types of flooring on the 
market today and their place in modern decorating schemes. 
This book should be helpful as a decorating reference manual. 
In its pages you'll find 29 full color illustrations of floorings. 
Every section includes technical information on the type of 
floor illustrated, plus recommendations for practical installation 
and maintenance. The entire booklet is based on Johnson's 
extensive research in the flooring field. 
JOHNSON'S WAX 
These two pages, 
reproduced in black 
and white from D ecorat-
ing t he Fi fth Wall, discuss 
plastic and rubber tile, and 
are typical of the beautiful 
photographs and helpful 
inforrnation in 
the booklet. 
20 pages in 
full color 
r------·------, 
I 
I 
Cons u m e r s 1 
can ge t a 
copy of Dec- I 
oratin g the I 
Fifth Wall f 
for 50¢-or cunently it is 
being offered free wilh proof f 
of purchase of Johnson's 1 
Paste Wax. A free copy is 
yours for the asking-just f 
write me. I 
Consumer Education Director 
I 
I 
I 
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Flowers speak the 
universal language 
of love and 
cheer. Next 
time you 
have a birthday to remember 
or a sick friend to cheer, 
say it with flowers- the gift 
that always pleases. 
:lJaof!earf 
Florists and Landscaping 
MAIN 
"PLOWERS BY WI'RE" 
L__ 
PHONE 3998 I 
• Peacock 
• Troyling 
• Paradise 
• Tweedie 
• Red Cross 
• Carmelletes 
• Joyce 
French Pastry? 
Danish Rolls? 
Vienna Bread? 
American Pie? 
English Tea Cakes? 
You'll find many delicious bak-
ery goods for any occasion-
whether it's a snack, . spread, 
tea, or a formal party-at 
Fareway Bakery 
5th and Kellogg 
PHONE 3050 
• Penaljo 
• Trampeze 
• Aptitudes 
• Hollywood Scooters 
• Old Main Trotters 
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women's angle 
We live in a world made steadily smaller and smaller by the advances 
of science. We students enter this world through the medium of college 
life, the object of which is to prepare us to better meet our future respon-
sibilities. As Dr. Paul Sharp, our guest writer from the Department of 
History and Government, says, "Our most important task now is to edu-
cate ourselves about the realities of international relations." To this belief 
the November Homemahe1· is dedicated. 
On our cover one of Iowa State's favorite entertainers, Fritz Massaquoi, 
a student from Liberia, demonstrates a pose from one of his native dances. 
His costume resembles those worn by the native dancers, consisting- of pedal-
pusher length trousers of a rough, handwoven cloth. They also wear heavy 
chain jewelry about their wrists and necks. 
And, speaking of dances, the Home Economics Ball, which comes up 
November 14th, is your chance to show that favorite date to a good time. 
Judging from reports of the various committees now at work planning the 
dance, this year's Ball will live up to its tradition of being a dance worth 
taking in. 
See you next month with our colorful, big Christmas issue! 
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Important! 
An American · Task 
THE MOST IMPORT ANT, even urgent, task facing Americans today is to educate ourselves 
about the realities of international relations. Our 
future as a nation, as well as the plans and dreams of 
millions of individual Americans, rests with our suc-
cess or failure in this field in which we have very little 
training and limited practical experience. 
At the outset, we must understand that each of us 
must be informed. Our foreign policy is no longer 
the exclusive property of a limited number of men ; 
every time we vote (or don' t vote) we indicate a 
choice for one policy or another. Quite often, of 
course, we are not aware of this, thus ignoring our 
own vital interests in this crucial area of public policy. 
An awareness of world politics, its intimate relation 
to our personal lives and its role in our national des-
tiny is our first obligation. 
Basic principles 
Closely related to this concern for international 
understanding is the necess ity of mastering the basic 
principles of international politics. Somehow, with-
out any serious effort to study the complex principles 
of world politics, we fancy ourselves authorities on 
world problems and make important judgments which 
in any other subject we would never hazard without 
careful analysis. Before we attempt to evaluate our 
foreign policy, or that of another nation, we should 
ask ourselves several questions: 
l. What is the nature of the multiple nation-wide 
system in which our nation lives? 
2. What are the legitimate objectives of a nation's 
foreign policy? 
3. How can the United States use the vast power 
it presently possesses to promote the welfare of its 
own citizens as well as that of other peoples? 
These questions challenge us with opportunities on 
a scale no previous generation of Americans ever 
faced. Never have we held so much power, or pos-
sessed so great a responsibility for its wise and patient 
use. Most of us have come to the realization, however 
reluctantly, that this great power must be used and 
that our role in world leadership is inescapable. 
NOVEMBER, 1953 
by Dr. Paul Sha1p 
Professor of History and Govemment 
But how does the citizen in such a nation think and 
act? How does he regard his individual role in so 
great a scheme of things? 
First, each of us must learn that to survive he must 
act rationally, rather than from blind emotion, hysteri-
cal prejudice or uncritical naivetee. We cannot have 
peace by thinking only in terms of solving our prob-
lems with other nations through force. While power 
is at the heart of our present system its wisest use is 
in its restraint, its most effective contribution in creat-
ing rather than .destroying. 
Using our strength 
Second, our strategy for peace must use our un-
denied strength to create a more stable political 
structure and to stimulate economic advance. This 
is a cooperative task, often calling for our planning 
and working with many friends and allies in strange 
and little-known places. We cannot hope for stability 
if we speak of nothing but conflict, nor can we expect 
the restive peoples of the world to remain quiet under 
economic poverty or political frustration. America's 
strength will be used to encourage, to enlighten and 
to aid, or our power will be endlessly and pointlessly 
dissipated and our leadership rejected. 
Be patient 
Finally, we must learn to be patient. Just as our 
complex problems in domestic politics require time 
for study and solution, so will the infinitely more com-
plicated issues of world politics require time to resolve 
themselves. Our impatience with our allies, with the 
United Nations and with our own leaders has re-
tarded our progress, unduly complicated our prob-
lems and jeopardized our role of world leaders. 
Leadership, however, has its rewards as surely as it 
has its responsibilities. All of us can take pride in our 
national commitment to a policy of peace and pro-
gress, however painful and slow the course we run . 
And every one of us can resolve that only over our 
protest will American power be used to enslave, to 
conquer or to debase the aspirations which challenge 
the better angles of our nature. 
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by Doris Jirsa 
Home Economics Sophomore 
I T'S CARNIVAL TIME! There's celebration with laughter, with gaiety in color, dance and food. 
And it's Italian Pizza that the natives of Napoli cre-
ated for the festive occasion and which you can now 
make in your own kitchen. 
Pizza? The word means pie; the connotation is of a 
large pie-shaped bread dough filled with a tomato-
cheese mixture served piping hot. 
So long at home in the secluded Italian eating 
houses, Pizza (pronounced peets-ah) was brought to 
the United States in the 1890's by Italian immigrants. 
The pizzeria 
Today, 15,000 pizzerias are in operation. It is a 
$180,000,000 a year business thriving particularly in 
the East and midwest United States. Pizza has be-
come a password to college students (ISC students 
are no exception) for a night out where the Pizza, 
juke box, red-and-white checkered table cloth and 
candle light combine to produce its singular atmos-
phere. 
You won't appreciate this dish to its fullest until 
you see the cook of an Italian pizzeria make Pizza. 
He works at a large flat table surface; on it are many 
wooden bowls of dough, sauces, spices, pepper, onion 
and meat garnishes. 
Restaurant preparation 
He takes the hard dough (a preparation of salt, 
water, flour and yeast which has been kneaded and 
let rise), and rolls it disk-shaped. Then he takes it 
into his hands and twirls it, round and round, form-
ing a huge pancake. The filling of ground tomatoes, 
These Pizzas, garnished with sausage and mushrooms, are sur-
rounded by their many ingredients. 
green peppers, on ion rings, ground cheese, garlic, ori-
gano and the special meat garnish you want all go in 
next. The pie is ready for the oven and will be served 
bubbling hot. 
Pizza makes an impression on you as soon as you 
walk into a pizzeria; the arresting odor stimulates your 
curiosity and appetite immediately. Most restaurants 
give a choice of sizes- small, medium and large. The 
small has a 12-inch diameter while the large has a 
24-inch diameter. You can choose from fillings of 
mushrooms, anchovies, sausage, eggs, salami or a com-
bination of all of them that you wish. Pizza is meant 
to be a social dish, so next time you go out to eat with 
friends, order one large Pizza and share it. It's fu n 
eaten as "finger food" or can be eaten with fork 
and knife. 
Homemade pizza 
You might order it "to go" but with reheating at 
home the cheese has a stringy texture and the crust 
softens. If you want to have a Pizza party, why not 
make it yourself? The substitute is an American con-
coction of tomatoes, cheese, yeast dough and meat 
garnish, which will taste just as good as the Italian 
dish to you and your friends. 
Frozen pizza is distributed throughout the country 
to over I 00,000 stores, ready-baked with instructions 
to preheat the oven to 450°F. and heat Pizza for ap-
proximately 10 to 15 minutes. 
A little more personal touch can go into your pie 
by buying a prepared mix to which only water needs 
to be added. With the mix comes a genuine Pizza 
sauce. The finished product can be served in large 
pieces for dinner or in tiny, more dainty strips as 
canapes. 
For an extra-special occasion, here is an Italian 
recipe which takes much time and care but produces 
a delectable dish. 
Directions: 
Filling: 
Brush dough with oil 
Sprinkle 3f4 cup Parmesian 
cheese 
Cover with 3 cups canned 
tomatoes, drained 
l pound mozzarella cheese 
2 to 4 cans anchovies 
Brush with more oil 
Dough: 
l yeast cake 
1,4 cup luke warm water 
l teaspoon sugar 
2 tablespoons shorteni ng 
2 cups boiling water 
6 cups flour 
I. Add dissolved yeast to luke warm water. 
2. Add all ingredients except flour. 
3. w ·ork in flour, knead, let rise. 
4. Extend dough to fit pans. 
5. Add filling, anchovies, etc. 
6. Bake 450°F., 15 to 20 minutes. 
7. Serve hot. 
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International 
Social Whirl 
At the annual International Dinner Dhira jlal 
Dangoria and Doris Stange help a guest to her 
first taste of such dishes as Philippine chicken 
which have been prepared for the affair by the 
students themselves .. 
"SI, SI," "Mais oui" and "Ja" blend with midwestern 
accents as students from other lands "mix it up" 
in the social whirl at Iowa State. 
Focal point of activity is the Memorial Union. Here 
many students take advantage of the cafeteria at meal-
time. Or they pause in the Commons for coffee and a 
chat during Union Lab. In the middle of a group 
you're likely to find their popular student advisor, 
Millard R. Kratochvil, better known as "Spike." 
Especially slanted to the interests of Iowa Staters 
from other countries is Cosmopolitan Club, which 
meets at the Union, too. Membership is open to 
students of every country, including the U.S. A 
speaker and musical numbers by those in the group 
are usually on the agenda. Following the program, . 
North Americans stand by enviously as their South 
American neighbors show how the rhumba, tango and 
samba really should be done. Francisco Diaz, from 
Guatemala, presided at the Cosmopolitan Club meet-
ings during the 1952-53 school year. 
International night 
Annually co-operating with Social Bureau, Cos-
mopolitan Club stages International Night, a variety 
show. Painting sets, planning publicity and hunting 
for props for this, another Union event, develops 
better understanding between students from the U.S. 
and other countries. 
These Iowa Staters write skits and perfect song or 
dance numbers for tryouts preceding the performance. 
Since almost every country in the world is represented, 
this results in a varied program. The 1953 Inter-
national Night program included a presentation of 
Indian love lore and song, a Latin American dance 
number, an Austrian folk singer, a Phillipine hat 
dance, a skit kidding professors of many countries and 
a Britisher and an American as duo-emcees. 
International House is second only to the Union 
as a gathering place. Only a small number of men live 
there, but those who live all over Ames drift in and 
out for a bit of socializing. Half hidden by trees, the 
gray-stone house on Lincoln Way has become a land-
mark for Iowa State students. The women live in 
Isabel Bevere, a former home management house con-
l'erted into a home for women. 
Church groups are another top-ranking part of the 
students' social life. Inspiration to study in the U.S. 
NovEMBER, 1953 
by Ann Lindemeyer 
T echnical journalism junior 
often came from American pastors and teachers work-
ing among their people. Still others were sent here by 
churches. In every church youth group Iowa Staters 
from other countries take an active part in the work. 
They willingly give their time to speak to church 
groups, as well as classes and club meetings, about 
their homelands. 
At least once a year there's an International Buffet 
at a campus church. The menu often includes crepe 
suzettes, chow mein, tacos and lefse, though the diners 
aren't expected to eat and like all the dishes. Several 
guests come in native costume. 
Georgis Papathansieu gets a little help with the man-
ual labor involved in making "Helliniti Salatta," a 
Greek salad, to take its place among the other fascin· 
ating foods on the International Dinner menu. 
Going to the movies is to be included in the 
students' social life. Since American films are dis-
tributed around the world, some of the students 
know as many Hollywood stars by name as Americans 
do. These avid fans attend movies often in Ames and 
never miss the Foreign Film Theatre sponsored by the 
Department of English and Speech. 
No matter what his nationality, everyone makes 
friends among his classmates. Language is no barrier 
because all speak English, having studied the language 
as long as their new American friends. 
(C ontinued on page 2I ) 
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A CCORDING TO THE FRENCH, there is no 
such thing as an ugly woman, only those who do 
not know how to make themselves attractive. Women 
have all hailed France, and in particular Paris, "The 
City of Love," as the fashion center of the world. It is 
only recently, with the growing independence of 
American women and the trend toward casual living, 
that designers on this side of the Atlantic have 
gained prominence. 
Parisian designs are styled by hand and express 
superb styling, but the dress-manufacturing is limited 
due to lack of large-scale production facilities. 
Despite the more casual designs and advantages of 
mass production, United States designers have not 
completely monopolized the fashion spot-light. 
Women the world over still flock to Paris for the 
never-to-be-forgotten thrill of viewing a first showing 
of a designer such as Dior. 
Paris fashion show 
But you do not merely go to a Paris "house" and 
walk in to see a "fashion show." You have to find a 
way to gain admittance. One of the ways to get into 
a gilt salon to see the style showing is to register at 
one of the smart Parisian hotels. Then you don't need 
to worry about an introduction to most houses since 
residence is supposed to be a guarantee of your credit. 
If you are not so elegantly housed while in Paris, you 
may obtain a special card from a travel bureau, from 
the information desk at your bank or the headquarters 
of any American fashion magazine. The ideal intro-
duction, though, is a note from a regular customer to 
her vendeuse (saleswoman) . If you don't have access 
to any of these modes of entry, you may gain admit-
tance by presenting $300 at the door. Then if you 
purchase an item this $300 is applied to it, but if you 
do not choose to buy, the money is forfeited to the 
house. 
Once you find a way to get into a house, the diffi-
culty will be to get away. Inside the luxurious salon 
you are escorted across thick carpets to comfortable up-
holstered lounge chairs and served cocktails and hors 
d'oeuvres. At approximately 3 p.m., after an elaborate 
introduction, tall, beautifully-groomed and perfumed 
models appear to exhibit the designer's latest col-
lection. You can't take any cameras into the salon, nor 
may you take notes during a showing. In Paris there 
is no way for a designer to insure that his styles will 
not be stolen by copyists, of whom there are many. 
The designer is just protecting himself against 
adaptations or direct copies which are made up in 
10 
Paris 
by Else Nielsen 
T echnical ]oumalism Senior 
inferior materials and sold at a fraction of the 
originator's price. 
If you should wish to purchase a Paris creation, a 
vendeuse will attend you in selecting materials and 
in adapting the chosen fashion to your own figure. 
After these preliminaries, you may leave with 
instructions to return sometime in the near future for 
a fitting. A suit styled by Dior may carry a price tag 
of from $350 to $1000. If you wish to have a style per-
sonally created for you, and request that the design 
never be used again, you can expect to pay several 
thousand dollars. 
In Paris the element which influences style is the 
individual whim of the designer, while in the United 
States it is the women's demands. The big fashion 
houses in Paris each cater to a specific type of per-
sonality, with a singular type of clothes. If a woman 
wants to catch a man she must go to a house which 
specializes in "man-catching" styles. A stately woman 
of noble bearing, or a woman who wishes to create 
this illusion, will go to another house. 
About two and one-half months before a big show-
ing is due to be held, the dressmaker inspects new lines 
of wool and embroidery sent in by manufacturers. 
Often a house buys out an entire piece of material or 
even orders a special design for its own use in an 
attempt to make the collection complete! y exclusive. 
A few houses even have special buttons made and 
copyrighted. 
D ressmakers 
Each designer has a different way of preparing his 
collection. Some heads of houses create their own 
sketches for fitters to work from or else they drape the 
materials on the mannequins themselves .. Some dress· 
makers buy sketches from outside artists at a small 
price and then adapt them or take some few details 
as a starting point for their own designs. Some have 
designers who practically make the entire collection. 
A curious fact about Paris dressmakers is that each 
thinks all his models are equally stunning. Therefore, 
the final editing is the most important single step in 
the creation of a collection. For six weeks before a 
collection is launched, an air of mystery pervades the 
premises. In spite of elaborate precautions to guard 
the secrecy of the collection, certain tendencies and 
certain details are found to be present in all the houses 
on the day of the showings. 
Not only dresses and suits are styled in the famous 
city, but millinery is in demand for the fashion-wise 
(Continued on page r5! 
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New Foods and Flavors 
PAPAYAS, tortillas and palm oil soup are "home 
country foods" found seldom or not at all in the 
United States by Iowa State's students from abroad. 
In this country, the students enjoy two worldwide 
foods, chicken and rice. It's these foods together with 
a new favorite, ice cream, that they often select as they 
fill their trays at the Memorial Union cafeteria. 
How do their meals differ from those in their home-
land? Have their dietary habits changed? Do they 
prefer a coke between classes or a cup of coffee and 
a doughnut? These are some of the questions studied 
by Isabel Concepcion, a biochemist from the Phillipine 
Islands Institute of Nutrition. 
Last year Miss Concepcion did graduate study in 
the Department of Foods and Nutrition. 
In Danish costume, Ulla Samvik shows Doris Stange how to 
make Sill Salad, a Danish herring salad, one of the many dishes 
students from abroad are not served at ISC. 
In making her dietary study, she evaluated the self-
selected diets of 28 foreign students from 22 different 
countries. Each of the students recorded his food in-
take for three days, and Miss Concepcion compared 
these records with the diets of each student in his 
home country. The purposes of the study were: (1) to 
find out how the food habits of different countries in-
fluence the diets of students while they are in this 
country and eating American food and (2) to de-
tennine whether such self-selected diets are adequate 
and meet all the recommended dietary allowances of 
the Tational R esearch Council. 
The 24 men and four women who took part in the 
study came to Iowa State from Brazil, Canada, China, 
Columbia, Costa Rica, Equador, Egypt, England, 
France, Greece, India, Iraq, Japan, Liberia, Mexico, 
the Netherlands, Pakistan, Peru, the Phillipines, 
Switzerland and South and West Africa. 
The diets of these students were seemingly in-
fluenced both by their homeland and by their religion. 
NovEMBER, 1953 
by Dorothy Will 
T echnical journalism junior 
For instance, two students from India were Hindus 
and could not eat any form of animal food. A typical 
noon or evening meal in India would be: 
Fish Curry and Rice 
Pulses 
Fried Potatoes Vegetable Curry 
Strong Pickles 
Coffee Tea Fresh Milk Buite1·milk 
In her study, Miss Concepcion found that 72 per 
cent of the students had increased their intake of milk 
and milk equivalents since coming to this country. A 
Peruvian, who now drinks six glasses of milk a day as 
compared to one and one-half glasses at home, ex-
plained that "milk does not taste good in Peru." 
Miss Concepcion added that milk drinking habits 
vary throughout the world. She explained that in 
Iraq, the natives drink sour milk; in Egypt, people 
prefer cultured milk; and in Equador, instead of 
putting cream into their coffee, the people put three 
or four drops of coffee into their milk. 
Acquire American habits 
Pointing out that the students from abroad partici-
pating in the study have been eating in the Memorial 
Union cafeteria from l Y2 to 48 months, Miss Concep-
cion remarked that some have acquired American 
habits. Many have learned to drink coffee and enjoy 
the typical American breakfast of toast or doughnuts 
with coffee. 
"Limited income seems to be the most important 
factor which influences the choice of food by students," 
said Miss Conception. She added that lack of 
knowledge in the nutritive value of various foods was 
found to affect the diets of some students. 
Studies nutrient content 
Working with and studying foods is not new to Miss 
Concepcion. In her job at the Phillipine Islands Insti-
tute of Nutrition, she studies the actual nutrient con-
tent of food. She came to Iowa. State to learn the 
techniques needed to analyze the amino acids. While 
studying in the Department of Foods and Nutrition, 
she also became acquainted with the American 
methods of studying diets by calculating nutritive 
values from food composition tables. She explained 
that this method has not as yet been used in the 
Phillipines. 
By conducting the foreign student dietary study, 
Miss Concepcion not only received practical experi-
ence in using American methods, but she also helped 
the foreign students. She taught them the nutritive 
values of various foods so that they can eat better-
balanced meals both in America and in their home-
land. 
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Science Sophomore 
SINCE THE TIME when she first struggled with Spanish verbs in high school, Linda elson, home 
economics education graduate of 1950, had hoped she 
would someday be able to put her Spanish to work. 
Upon graduation from Iowa State she realized that 
goal by enrolling for graduate study in the Inter-
American Institute of Agricultural Sciences in Tur-
rialba, Costa Rica. 
Conducting a survey of kitchen facilities in Costa 
Rica was one of Linda's projects while working for her 
Masters degree at the Institute. She carried on her 
research in Atirro, a small farming community organ-
ized in the feudal system. Under that system all land 
is owned by one man, called the patron, living in his 
own home in the village. The other 80 families of 
the community lived in ceded homes, meaning they 
could live in them rent-free as long as they worked on 
the farms. When she finished the survey, Linda turned 
over her findings to the community development pro-
gram carried on by the Institute. 
The Institute itself is sponsored by the Pan Ameri-
can Union as a research center for graduate students 
from any country in the Union. It is set up much as 
the graduate s,ehool at Iowa State, but places more 
emphasis on conditions in a tropical climate. Linda 
did her work in the division of economics and rural 
life, though study in animal and plant industry are 
also offered by the school. 
A highpoint of the Costa Rican Easter festival is the parade. 
Three young girls dressed as the three Virgins walk ahead, 
while the younger girls dressed as angels are carried beside 
the statue of Christ. 
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Linda spent several weeks preceding her home inter· 
views teaching school in Atirro for the purpose of 
gaining a broader outlook on the community. H er first 
attempt in winning the confidence of the local families 
began by translating popular English nursery rhymes 
for the children. She taught them the Spanish versions 
of "Farmer in the Dell" and other such rhymes. 
The fact that school and church are often taught in 
the same building gave classes there a different 
atmosphere from our own. Linda says she never quite 
became used to seeing a blackboard with first grade 
reading sentences such as "This is a dog" placed next 
to the cross and candles left from Sunday service. 
However, she said it did serve to emphasize the close 
ties between church, school and community life. 
Interviewing 
Making her interviews, Linda found, was much 
easier after the teaching experience. By that time she 
had mastered the language, and many of the people 
knew her. The word soon passed around that "the lady 
who teaches English songs in the school" was coming. 
The attitude of the Costa Rican people toward being 
interviewed is much different from the people in this 
country, she discovered. We usually wish to get it 
over quickly to get back to our own affairs, whereas 
in Costa Rica an interview provides a break in the 
woman's daily routine. Frequently such an interview 
ended as a turnabout affair, with the housewife 
questioning her about family life in the United States. 
Linda was frequently asked to describe apple trees and 
snow, since Costa Ricans never see these things. 
Religious holidays 
H olidays in Costa Rica place much greater emphasis 
on religion and are not as commercialized as ours. 
The universal Christmas decoration is the manger 
scene or "portal," which even the poorest homes have. 
These "portals" are beautifully decorated with plants 
and flowers native to the country. 
A bull fight in San Jose was on Linda's en tertain-
ment plans for New Year's Day. Bull fights in Costa 
Rica, however, differ greatly from those in Mexico, 
she found. Anyone who cannot pay the fee to g-et into 
the arena may get in free if he agrees to enter the rinrr 
with the bull! Often as many as 150 people mill around 
together inside the ring. The sport, Linda says, re-
minds her of a game of dodge ball, since all the peo-
ple are trying to dodge the bull. There is not much 
danger, but it offers plenty of excitement for the 
spectators. The bull is not killed as in Mexican fights. 
On Easter Day a statue of Christ on the cross is 
carried through the streets, while small girls dressed 
(Continued on fmge 2I) 
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by Marilyn Heu and Lillian Nakamoto 
Education Senior 
LET US FACE FACTS- America owes a debt to Hawaii. This small island territory has, since her 
acquisition by the United States, contributed a full 
share to the advancement and welfare of the United 
States. But she has received little recognition for her 
efforts. 
What recognition could the United States offer but 
statehood- a full membership in the United States of 
America. More than a half century ago, President 
McKinley said, "We need H awaii just as much and a 
great deal more than we did California. It is manifest 
destiny." Since that time, the subject of statehood for 
Hawaii has been kicked around by numerous sessions 
of Congress but with little concrete action. 
War contribution 
Hawaii has earned this recognition in many ways, 
not the least of which is her contribution to the war 
effort during World \1\Tar II. Despite the terrific 
pounding in the Pearl Harbor raid, Hawaii bounced 
back to become the most important link in the long, 
slow fight back to Tokyo. Without Hawaii, it cannot 
be denied that the United States war effort would 
have been seriously impaired. 
Industrial contribution 
Hawaii has contributed in other ways. In later years, 
Hawaii has been building up her own industrial ca-
pacities and is now preparing herself to pro!=ess many 
of her raw materials. The surface has not been 
scratched as far as Hawaii's industrial potential is 
concerned. "Nowhere in the world have scientific 
methods been applied to agriculture on the scale that 
prevails in the sugar and pineapple production of 
Hawaii." 
Hawaii has contributed financially to the United 
States. She has paid her full share in taxes, more than 
as many as 10 states in any 1 year. She has assumed 
her full share of financial responsibilities to the United 
States. "The politically inferior status of a Territory 
for a progressive, popular American area which pays 
more into the Federal Treasury than do I 0 of the 
present states, and has a population greater than four 
of them, is a contradiction in our position of moral 
and spiritual, as well as material leadership in the 
world." 
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Education Senior 
What of the peoples, the vast numbers of non-
Caucasians living in Hawaii? Before World War II, 
there was skepticism among the islanders and their 
American counterparts on the mainland, as to the 
Americanism of the non-Caucasian islanders. During 
World War II and during the Korean conflict, the 
islanders demonstrated their loyalty to the United 
States in such a manner as to provoke these comments 
from the Senate Committee Majority Report and the 
Senate: 
"It is submitted that if the ultimate test of loyalty 
and patriotism is the willingness to fight and die for 
one's country, then Hawaii has nobly met this test 
also. 
"More immediately impressive today than facts of 
history or cold statistics of population and economic 
attainment is the heroic record of Hawaiians in fight-
ing for, and shedding their blood for, the ideals of 
American democracy. In Korea, as of April 17, 1951, 
Hawaiian battle casualties· totaled 681. This represents 
a casualty rate of 1.36 per thousand of Hawaii's popu-
lation of roughly half a million. Casualties of the 
United States as a whole totaled a ratio of approxi-
mately .4 per thousand. Thus, Hawaii's battle casual-
ties in the Korean fighting are something li'k.e three 
and a half times those of the rest of the country." 
Wha<t is more, the inhabitants of Hawaii possess the 
liberal racial tradition that h as made Hawaii a by-
word for tolerance and understanding among peoples 
of varied racial background. 
U. S. debt 
In the light of these arguments, can you deny that 
Hawaii should have statehood? The facts are there! 
Let us consider for a moment what might happen 
should Hawaii be denied statehood within a reason-
able amount of time. In our changing world, it is not 
difficult to consider that much could happen. Under 
the guidance and protection of the United Nations, 
it is now possible for very small areas of the world to 
assume an independent status. 
The United States, through her support of the 
United Nations, would be legally bound to back any 
(Continued on page r7! 
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Information 
Please 
by 
Rachel Bernau and 
Applied Art junior 
I NTRIGUED BY INTERNATIONAL travel? Booklets galore are waiting to help you decide 
where and how to go. 
"France is a country richly endowed in the realms 
of art, culture, industry and scenic beauty." So reads 
the first sentence in a 38-page booklet entitled "How 
to See France." In this pamphlet are history, pictures 
of well-known sites and an outlined tour by auto-
mobile. It is distributed by the French National Tour-
ist Office, 610 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y. 
·The British Travel and Holiday Association of 
24/25 St. James Street, Piccadilly, London, S W 1, 
England, printed a booklet which is 4 inches by 6 
inches. The first page reads, "A book which attempts 
to do more than its size permits." The book does very 
well in spite of this inferiority complex. 
If none of these countries seem to offer what you 
want, write Pan American World Airways, 245 Rand 
Tower, Minneapolis 2, Minn. It sends out pamphlets 
on ev:ery country. Two examples are "Scandinavia and 
Finland Are Waiting to Welcome You" and "Map 
Your Holiday in South Africa." 
The Bureau of University Travel, 11 Boyd Street, 
Newton, Mass., offers tours under the leadership of 
faculty from Oberlin College, Texas State, Miami 
University and University of Iowa. These tours are 
planned so that a special interest is given more 
attention. Some of these topics are music, the theater, 
art, history and literature. 
For a more personal interest, try a student group 
tour. Miss Gladys Hamlin, Department of Applied 
Art, is accompanying a group of girls this summer. 
She has been abroad many times, but this is the first 
time she has taken others with her. They will partic-
ularly study European art. 
The American Institute of Educational Travel offers 
five tours which cover different countries. One ex-
ample is a tour which plans visits to major cities for 
10 days in Italy, 3 weeks in Switzerland, 2 weeks in 
France, I week in England and side visits to smaller 
cities. More information is at the American Institute 
of Educational T;avel, Division of Thomas Cook and 
Son, 587 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N.Y. Other tours 
of this type are arranged by AMSTUG, Amalien-
strasse 54, Munich 13, Germany, and the Institute 
of International Education, 2 West 45th Street, New 
York 19, N.Y. 
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Margaret Mattison 
Institutional Management junior 
If you are interested in a less expensive tour, perhaps 
you would like to write to the Summer Travel Office, 
International Commission, U. S. National Student 
Association, 19 \1\Tinthrop Street, Cambridge, Mass. 
Their Work Camp Tour provides for work in a Euro-
pean country which pays for board and room and 
spending money. One example of the work is recon-
struction work in Germany. This trip costs $300. For 
$400 you can be a member of a Work Camp Tour 
which includes working in several countries and 
attending lectures and discussions. They also plan 
study and seminar tours which do not include work 
and therefore are more expensive. 
Before you leave for Europe, it would be wise to find 
out as much as you could about the countries you will 
visit. To see yourself as others see you, write Town 
Hall, Inc., Town Hall, New York 36, N.Y. for a copy 
of "European Youth Looks at America." 
Although we've been talking about exciting foreign 
countries, not all of us can actually go to England or 
France. The next best thing is to "Know Your Capital 
City." Write for the colorful history of \1\Tashington 
with highlights of its famous landmarks and buildings. 
It's almost like seeing it in person with this intriguing 
little book which goes a long way to show you the 
city, its functions, its life. Send 20 cents for Catalog 
No. FS 5.3: 950 j 18, Superintendent of Documents, 
Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C. 
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Overseas Jobs 
for 
YOU 
by Kay Scholten 
Technical journalism Sophomore 
W ILL YOU be one of the several Home Eco-
nomic majors from each graduating class who 
finds her way into foreign service? 
If this sort of work interests you, you may someday 
find yourself working in Beirut, Lebanon as Peggy 
McLaren, F. & N. '53, is now doing. Her job is at 
the Presbyterian College for Women, as director of 
their home management house. Or maybe romantic 
Honolulu will be the setting for your job as it is for 
Margaret Lamb, T. & C. '17, and Martha Bunge, H. E. 
'45. Miss Lamb is a field director for the Girl Scouts 
of Oahu, Inc., and Miss Bunge manages the dining 
hall at Mid-Pacific Institute. 
Openings for foreign service jobs can be found in 
both government service and private industry. 
Recreational work 
If military life intrigues you, the army has openings 
for recreation directors, arts and crafts specialists and 
teachers. A recreation director must have a degree plus 
considerable experience in recreational activities, be 
single and from 24 to 40 years of age. The salary is 
from $3,175 to $4,205. Arts and crafts specialists are 
required to have a degree in art, and experience show-
ing their grasp of the basic principles of design. 
Teachers must have a Bachelor's degree, 18 hours in 
education and from 2 to 5 years of public school teach-
ing. 
For a qualified dietician, the WACS and WAFS offer 
a good opportunity for overseas duty. 
Home Life Education Specialists are employed by 
the Institute of Inter-American Affairs. Qualifications 
are at least a B.S. degree in home economics and 
teaching and supervisory experience in home eco-
nomics or extension service programs. Preference is 
given to applicants who know French, Spanish or 
Portuguese. The salary is $5,913. 
job in industry 
The opening wedge for you, if you're interested in 
private industry, is typing and shorthand. A foreign 
language is usually a must, too. These positions are 
with automobile, oil, rubber, electric and transpor-
tation companies, with banks, export-import firms and 
in the fashion, foods and cosmetic industries. Most 
companies don't hire people especially to send abroad. 
Those they send are usually employees who have 
worked up and proved themselves in the United States 
first. 
For any home economics major planning on going 
into foreign service, there are many things to be con-
sidered before making your choice. Better begin now. 
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Enchanting Paris 
(Con tinued from page zo) 
women. The purchase of a hat in Paris is an experi-
ence which will live forever. The important Parisian 
milliners display their hat collections which are often 
more extreme than those sold in private trade, so 
you need to know the proper procedure for having a 
hat made to get something for yourself. If you are 
having it made to match a particular costume, you 
take a sample of your costume to the milliner, and 
then choose a style which will harmonize. The milli-
nery house has materials and trimmings for your hat 
dyed to match your costume. After the hat is molded 
directly to your head, you have a hat that's exclu-
sively yours. 
Custom-made clothes 
The Parisian market excels in custom-made clothes; 
and although there is still a limited market in the 
United States for them, the high degree of perfection 
which ready-made garments have attained have 
brought them into direct competition with the custom 
trade. American women desire clothes styled in-
formally for greater comfort and at less cost, so most 
of them express the opinion that New York is the 
American center of fashion. They say the manu-
facturers there not only look at things from the com-
fort standpoint, but are ever alert to opportunities and 
adapt the newest styles from Europe to fit this coun-
try. 
But whether you buy your clothes from Paris or 
New York designers, you are using the international 
formula to be well dressed and in fashion. It is as the 
French say, "The woman well-dressed and in fashion 
is expressing what everybody has in mind." Good 
taste is to resemble yourself. 
EVERYHING IN 
FINEST QUALITY 
ART AND PAINT 
SUPPLIES AT 
15 
for the male 
by Pat Stiff 
Experimental Cookery Junior 
Dear Marian, 
How's life treating you at the U.? Besides an 
occasional glance at the books, I've just mailed another 
package to Jim in Korea. The deadline for mailing 
Christmas parcels overseas is Nov. 15, and I want to 
be certain the box gets there by Dec. 25. Are you going 
to send Larry a package? 
Choosing the contents for an overseas box is fun, 
Marian. I get a kick out of roaming the aisles in 
grocery stores to hunt for unusual canned items Jim 
might like. Since he's from Maryland and likes sea 
food, I pay special attention to that shelf. 
When I was home last summer, I sent homemade 
things. In the line of cookies, the cake or bar kind 
such as brownies or gum-drop gingers are easier to 
pack than Hat, round or crisp peanut-butter or sugar 
cookies. Aluminum foil keeps them fairly fresh. For 
easy wrapping I place the brownies side by side on 
the foil just as they were together on the cooky sheet. 
To keep the food from being squashed and getting 
crumbly, I put the aluminum-wrapped packet in a 
sturdy cardboard box which goes inside a larger box 
with other items. 
Watch for crumbs 
Dad wrote last summer from Seoul about packing 
cookies - he didn't believe mine would arrive in one 
piece because he's seen many poorly wrapped cooky 
crumbs dumped out of mail bags. A tin container for 
homemade food is ideal, but not always available. 
You know how little time there is for cooking here 
in Ames, Marian. I've found a deliciously rich dessert 
easily made from one can of sweetened condensed 
milk. All you do is boil the unopened can of milk for 
3 hours and mail it. Inside is a creamy, but firm, 
caramelish-bu tterscotch pudding. 
Last summer I asked Jim what the men look for in 
packages from home. He wrote that the old criteria 
of "something that will keep" brings cans to mind 
first, small cans, the smaller the better. The con-
tents - something out of the ordinary, real treats like 
deviled ham, pickled herring, tasty cheese of all des-
criptions, specialties not included in army menus. 
To go with beverages, I mailed pretzels, vacuum-
packed rye bread and un-refrigerated cheese, potato 
sticks, pumpkin seeds, blue-cheese crackers and French-
fried onions. Well-packaged boxes of crackers stay as 
fresh as tins. 
Jim. says that in most cases the water is terrible, 
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making juices a good item to include. The water is 
usually not bad enough to contaminate condensed 
fruit juices, but the ready-to-drink are more desirable. 
Soups are good also, not the kind to which you add 
water, but canned, ready to heat and eat. Simplicity-
that's what insures a successful overseas package. 
And in each package put a prize: good reading 
material. It's scarce, especially magazines newer than 
two months. If he smokes cigars or a pipe, his brand 
of tobacco is not around. Send it. 
Heat it up 
The men's having access to stoves, or heat of some 
type, enlarges the choice of things to send, too. 1 want 
to try some hard chocolate that will melt into a tasty 
hot drink for winter. Also, I think I'll mail him pop-
corn and salt next time. 
Trying to fit everything compactly and firmly into 
one box is more challenging than a 1,000-piece p uzzle, 
Marian. Of course, the outside box has to be good 
and strong. Cardboard and paper fill empty spaces be· 
tween items so nothing rat tles or shifts position. Mag· 
azines and paper-bound books make good "stuffers," 
too. 
Wrapping the outer box with heavy paper and seal-
ing the package with brown tape and heavy cord is the 
easiest part. The post office likes to have two separate 
strings tied around the box in both directions, mak-
ing four knots in all. 
The packing and sealing is important since the box 
will be in the not-so-gentle mail for 3 to 8 weeks. For 
an extra quarter at the post office, the box goes 
"special handling," which sometimes speeds delivery 
by 2 or 3 weeks. 
Foot the bill 
In mailing to servicemen, you pay postage only to 
the port in the U .S. Parcel post, of course, is cheaper 
than air mail. Weight limit for overseas parcel post is 
70 pounds, and the size must be under 100 inches com· 
bined length and girth. For air mail, the weight limit 
is 2 pounds, and the size must not exceed 70 inches 
combined length and girth. Insurance rates vary de-
pending on the value declared. 
Marian, I hope this doesn't frighten you away from 
fixing a package for Larry. H e'd love to get a Christ-
mas box from you. Since it's best not to send anything 
that he'd have to carry while on the move, food is the 
wisest choice. 
Good-bye for now, 
Pat 
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U.N. TEA 
by Jane Hammerly 
Technical journalism junior 
ON NOV. 5, from 4 to 5:30 p.m., the Institution Management Tea Room will be a scene of gaiety, 
decorated with flags and souvenirs fro~ foreign 
countries for the United Nations Tea. Women stu-
dents from 20 countries besides the United States will 
be honored at that time by the rest of the Iowa State 
worn en. 
For the fourth year this tea, sponsored by Home 
Economics Council, will be a fall welcome to the 
students of other countries by the women from all 
divisions of the college. This informal get-acquainted 
tea is a small part, but a very definite part, of the in-
ternational feeling of striving for friendship among 
nations. 
Varied menu 
The menu for the tea includes coffee and spice tea 
as well as cookies and pastries made from recipes 
collected from across the sea. The food will be made 
by the catering class and served by the United Nations 
Tea committee. 
Clever decorations 
But besides the food, the room itself will have a 
distinctive flavor as it is to be decorated with an 
international feeling. The serving table will have a 
pyramid of small United Nations flags as centerpiece, 
and the individual tables in the tea room will be deco-
rated with souvenirs owned by the guests from many 
lands. Some of the guests will be in their native cos-
tumes, adding to the informal gaiety of the day as 
they walk from group to group making new friends. 
Large flags representing the member countries of 
the United Nations will be in the halls of Home Eco-
nomics Building on the day of the tea to remind you 
to come down to the tea room and join in the fun. 
Student friendships 
When you enter the tea room Nov. 5, you will see 
it's another world, a world of international peace and 
friendship where the students of many lands have 
come to get acquainted and exchange ideas on many 
subjects they have in common, but in particular, 
their college education at Iowa State. 
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A Debt ... 
!Continued from page IJ) 
plea for independence by a small territory. Hawaii 
has been eager to join the United States. Much money, 
time and effort has been spent on her part. If Hawai-
ians continue to receive no encouragement, it is pos-
sible that they might consider another approach; this 
approach, a request to the United Nations for in-
dependence. Such a request could cause much em-
barrassment, to say the least, to the United States. 
Certainly, we can ill-afford to lose Hawaii, either as 
a strategic military base of operations, or as an in-
dustrial link in the chain. 
At the time of this writing (Sept., 1953) , there are 
signs of unrest among the people. A newspaper re-
porter was ousted from a meeting which allegedly 
dealt with the statehood question, discussed in the 
light that Hawaii does not want statehood. But most 
Hawaiians do not want independence. They want 
statehood- a fair recognition of their contributions 
to the United States. For the future welfare and 
security of Hawaii, as well as the United States, Amer-
ica should see that Hawaii gets statehood at the 
earliest possible date. 
Ref: Senate Report 314, 82nd Congress. 
Stop in for the 
U.N. TEA 
I. Mgt. Tea Room 
Nov. 5, 1953 4-5:30 p.m. 
You have a friend. She is interested in 
Home economics at Iowa State College. Why 
not send her or any friend a gift subscription 
to the Iowa State Homemaker, for Christ-
mas. Subscription rate $1.50 per college 
year. 
Homemaker 
PRESS BUILDING 
17 
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WINTER WILL SOON BE HERE 
AND WITH IT, ALL OF OUR WIN-
TER CLOTHES.-
NOW IS THE TIME TO 
BRING THEM IN FOR EXPERT 
DRY CLEANING AND PRESSING 
(We Pick Up and Deliver) 
COLLEGE CLEANERS 
136 Welch Phone 2800 
DISTINCTIVE! 
MODERN! 
PRACTICAL! 
Place Settings . . . . $9.25 
Weaver Jeweferd 
Between the Theatres 
CAMPUS TOWN 
A. H. E. A. 
Ambassadors 
by H arriet P arsons 
Textile and Clothing Senior 
AS DELEGATES to the American Home Econo-
mics Association Convention held in Kansas 
City, Mo., June 23-26, Jane Miller, H. Ec. Sr.; Marilyn 
Wright, H. Ec. Sr.; and I, along with 5,000 other 
home economists, had a chance to see this group in 
operation. A series of speeches, business meetings, in-
formal discussions and social events made up the busy 
and profitable convention week. 
"You are the key to better relations" was the theme 
around which the program for the meetings was 
planned. Throughout the week, stress was placed 
on educating the public abou t home economists and 
the type of jobs and services they are performing. "The 
home economist is an ambassador of good will, and 
the world wants to learn from her," stated Mrs. Anna 
May Wilson of the Chicago H eart Association. 
"Eye openers" started off each day. It was easy to 
wake up when you listened and watched the brie[ 
and interesting demonstrations about such intriguing 
subjects as "California Cooking" and "The Powers 
of Charm." 
Outstanding educators, business men and home 
economists were the speakers for the general sessions. 
Smaller discussion groups were organized to discuss 
the home economist's relationship to her family, pro-
fession and community. 
One of the outstanding panels was the Parade o[ 
Personalities- a panel of successful home economists 
who told us about their own profession and how we, 
too, might succeed in that field. One of the members 
was Mrs. Elizabeth Sweeney H erbert, President o[ 
AHEA and Household Equipment Editor of M cCall's. 
Others represen ted the fields of research, teaching, 
extension, television, and yes, even marriage. We were 
especially happy to see Iowa State's Miss Lenore Sul-
livan, author of What to Cooh for Company, on the 
panel. 
Meeting these outstanding home economists was 
the most enjoyable feature of the week. We were 
proud to find that so many top positions are held by 
Iowa State College graduates and to hear of the ex-
cellent reputation Iowa State College holds in the 
field of professional home economics. 
Editor's Note: Harriet is president of IHEA Col· 
lege Club Division, a branch of AREA. You, as a 
m ember of the Home Economics Club, automatically 
become a m ember of the greater organization, the 
American Home Economics Association. 
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Nationally Speaking 
by Dorothy Will 
Technical Journalism Junior 
THOUGH COLLEGE STUDENTS spend four years learning, gaining information and forming 
their own ideas, they have little chance to express their 
own thoughts collectively. After World War II, a 
group of students realized this and formed the 
National Student Association with the hope that 
through NSA, the college student might be heard. 
Today NSA could be described as the "students' 
voice." Iowa State College students became a part of 
this voice last spring when Cardinal Guild members 
voted to join NSA and attend the Sixth National 
Student Association Congress in Columbus, Ohio, 
from Aug. 24 to Sept. 2. 
Students representing you 
Among the 9 Iowa delegates to the convention were 
Sue Adams, H. Ec. Sr.; Julie Brogan, H. Ec. Jr. ; and 
myself. Together with 700 students from 300 NSA 
member schools, we passed resolutions, made recom-
mendations and studied problems familiar to student~ 
everywhere. 
One of the main goals of the Sixth National Con-
gress was to expand campus international programs. 
Not only does NSA want to create international friend-
ship, but members also desire the free interchange of 
ideas and personal contacts among students of the 
world. In this way, NSA hopes that the "students' 
voice" will be heard throughout the world. 
Questions facing delegates 
Some of the questions facing the Congress included 
the 18-year-old vote, academic freedom, Universal 
Military Training, inter-collegiate athletics and dis-
crimination in education. We first met i~ small groups 
of 20 to discuss individual campus problems and ex-
change ideas. Those ideas which the group believed 
would benefit all campuses and students were then 
written as resolutions to be considered by commissions 
and then by the entire group of 700 delegates. By dis-
cussing these problems both in regular sessions and 
during informal get-togethers, we learned the views 
of students from all over the United States. 
The resolutions and recommendations passed by 
NSA are carried out during the year in three ways. 
One is through regional work and regional meetings. 
TI1e second Iowa-Nebraska Regional meeting on Nov. 
13 and 14 at the Memorial Union will include student 
government workshops. Secondly, NSA member 
schools may take action on resolutions as individuals. 
For instance, a student government group may initiate 
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a program on its own campus which has been recom-
mended and already found successful by NSA. 
The third way in which NSA may act upon a reso-
lution involves the "students' voice." The student 
speaks on a national and international scale through 
NSA's president and vice-presidents who postpone 
a year of their college education in order to devote 
their full time to the business of the organization. 
They meet with representatives of other educational 
organizations, discuss ideas with members of the 
United States Congress and see that NSA resolutions 
and recommendations are brought to the attention of 
individuals who can carry them out. 
During the school year, the president and vice-presi-
dents report their progress periodically to the 300 NSA 
member schools. Through these reports, Iowa State 
students will learn how they are being heard through-
out the world as a part of the "students' voice." 
Do You Like Good Food? 
If you do, you will 
want to step in and 
eat with us often. 
Blue and White Sandwich Shop 
Around the Corner from the College Savings Bank 
Put Your Best Foot Forward 
Always look your best 
by using cosmetics from 
our wide selection. We 
carry-
i:J DU BARRY 
i:J CARA NOME COSMETICS 
REVLON 
Lipsticks and Nail Polish 
SPRIGGS PHARMACY 
2402 Lincoln Way 
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What's 
Applied Art 
New paint set keeps children from spilling and 
splashing paint. A tablet of pure food color is inserted 
into a plastic tube topped with a rubber nozzle and a 
small felt brush tip. When the tube is filled with 
water, the "fountain brush" works in the order of a 
ball point pen feeding color through the tip as it 
moves along the paper. The child can control the flow 
and density of color by squeezing the tube. 
Foods and Nutrition 
Pream is a combination of cream and pasteurized 
and homogenized milk solids. Sprinkle powdered 
Pream in a cup of coffee, and it will dissolve instantly. 
This powdered formula, packaged in 4-ounce cans, will 
not sour and keeps for weeks at room temperature. 
• Frozen fruit pies can be baked at the homemaker's 
convenience. Freezing creates a flaky, light crust. Buy 
frozen fruit pies at your grocery or prepare them your-
self for freezing in your home freezer. 
Household Equipment 
A timer attached to the base of a new food mixer 
enables you to time beating operations accurately up 
to 12 minutes with one half minute markings. The 
heavy duty beaters are easy to eject and clean, and this 
new mixer beats at 10 speeds. 
• Deionizing device frees tap water from scale-produc-
ing minerals which clog steam irons. The plastic 
cartridge which attaches to the faucet contains resins. 
Enough mineral-free water for several hours ironing 
collects at the bottom of the cartridge . 
• Dial-type meat thermometer will help you cook your 
Thanksgiving turkey to perfection. Preset the dial, 
which is marked for both meat and poultry, to the 
desired temperature. Designed to be used for any 
size roast, the thermometer has a stainless steel stem 
cast into an aluminum alloy case . 
• Carving rack is a device for holding turkeys, roasts 
and hams firmly in position for carving. Made of rust-
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In • • • 
proof aluminite plate in silver finish, the rack has four 
large prongs which grip the foul or roast. Four suction 
cups on the bottom anchor the rack firmly on a platter, 
tray or bread board. To use, place a film of butter on 
each suction cup, press the rack to your platter, and 
then place your foul o.r roast directly on the prongs. 
• Antique copper gas range has a durable coating 
which does not tarnish or discolor. This new finish 
has all the charm and warmth of copper yet it's easy 
to keep clean and bright looking. 
Textiles and Clothing 
Time-saving home spray prepares clothes for iron-
ing. It' produces a fine, mist-like spray that dampens 
quickly and evenly. Use it to apply starch, too. The 
working unit is solid bronze with an adjustable nozzle 
and a 1-pint flint glass container. A special plastic 
grip makes the sprayer easy to hold and operate. 
• Pleat your draw drapes with a new automatic spac-
ing device. Made of light-weight polystyrene plastic, 
this sliding series of triangles can be operated by the 
pull cord on the draperies . 
• "Iron-on" rick rack adds color to place mats, aprons 
and casual clothes. One side is completely covered with 
a thermoplastic coating which forms a permanent 
bond with the fabric to which it is applied. Use this 
rick rack to iron up hems, too. Cover the raw edge 
and "iron-on" will hold the hem in place permanently. 
HANDBAG HEADQUARTERS 
Famous Names: 
ROLF'S RAMBLERS 
KADIN VICKI 
From $4.80 - $25 
~oser Luggage Store 
310 Main Ames, Iowa 
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International Social Whirl 
(Continued from page g! 
Although each student has a story all his own, the 
basic elements are the same in many instances. A 
promising young student is picked from all the others; 
he is the fortunate one to be sent abroad to study. He 
comes to Iowa State for technical know-how to pass 
on to his countrymen. Most such students miss their 
homelands very much and are anxious to return home 
and use the knowledge they have gained to help their 
country solve its problems, whether they be about 
irrigation or malnutrition. 
Members of Cosmopolitan Club, a student organization 
open to all nationalities, follow up their meetings with 
a few fast turns around the dance floor. Dancing is an-
other universal love. 
Social activities at the M.U., churches and elsewhere 
help the student from another country fill the week-
end hours when his American classmates are at home 
with their families or dating. The students don' t date 
much, due probably to attachments at home, differ-
ent courtship practices or lack of countrymen to date. 
Some elate and a few marry Americans, of course. Most 
students from outside the U.S. love this country, but 
the thought of home nags them to work hard so that 
they can return to their own family and friends. 
For the Latest in . . . 
Foreign Gifts 
Sweden 
Finland 
Italy 
From: 
England 
Denmark 
the Caribbean 
Gift and. China Shop 
413 Douglas Phone 246 
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Costa Rica 
(Con tinued from page z2 ) 
as angels are carrie~ on litters alongside, as if to pro-
~ect the statue. To Illustrate the strong religious feel-
m.g which prevails during the days preceding Easter, 
Lmda describes the ceasing of mail delivery, public 
transportation and store business. Any cars driven 
through the streets at that time are stoned. 
. ~inda found the Costa Rican people receptive to 
VIsitors who come in good faith and willing to share 
what they have. She feels that an experience such as 
hers is far richer than that of a tourist because she had 
the opportunity to live with the people and become 
a part of their rural life. As Linda Nelson describes 
her view on studying in a foreign country, "No one 
can ever take away the friendships I made or my new 
understanding about life and people in other parts of 
the world." 
1-
SAVINGS that EARN 
Make Your Future Brighter 
You'll save more money faster 
because money earns more 
in a Savings Account here. 
3% Dividends 
Save by mail •.. Start Today 
Savings insured safe to $10,000. 
DES MOINES SAVINGS AND 
LOAN ASSOCIATION 
210 Sixth Ave. Des Moines 
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by Gwen Olsen 
Technical journalism Sophomore 
FOREIGN FASHIONS, borrowed from the ages 
and modified to modern smartness, are the in-
dispensable flavoring in this year's fashion dish. 
In this season's fall fashion field the accent is on 
femininity. You are free to bring out your own special 
charm by either of two methods - through contrast 
"borrowed from the boys," such as mannish shirts and 
vests; or by direct emphasis on your feminine qualities, 
with full skirts and princess lines. The transitional 
trends are now evident, and the disagreement between 
the foreign designers gives you unlimited oppor-
tunities to feature your fetching femininity. 
One rule 
One rule must be remembered: keep your accessor-
ies simple and complimentary to you and your basic 
outfit. The simple basic dress can be changed by add-
ing a regal fur collar or a starched Eton college collar. 
Plain and effectively coordinated features on a func-
tional classic dress give variety of flavor to the basic 
recipe. 
The neckline is all important this year. The low 
neckline in the gentle V-shape is reminiscent of young 
Elizabeth's reign in the Renaissance Period. The edge 
of the neckline may be trimmed with rich furs or bro-
cade and pearls. A variation of the Elizabethan line 
has a high collared or plain neck with a bib or yoke 
in the shape of the low cut. Most simple and somber 
high-necked dresses can be traced to the almost nun-
like costumes which Young Bess wore. 
From the monks 
From the monks comes the cowl neckline. In the 
Italian version, it can be identified as a "stretched 
turtle neck." However, this is a very unglamorous way 
to describe one of this fall's distinguished design 
details. It is a feature that is suitable for every fabric 
and any occasion. You can find a depth and width of 
scoop to fit your individual needs. A turtle-neck dicky 
can be used with the cowl neckline as a versatile 
separate or as a permanent feature on an outfit. A 
collar-hood and a collar-back-flap are descendants of 
the monk's hoods and full necklines. 
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This winter you can achieve that wonderful, desir-
able, waning slenderness by the princess lines. It will 
create for you the much coveted and stylish cham-
pagne-glass shape. The empire line is identified as a 
dress with a fitted bustline and a full gathered skirt 
with unbroken line from bustline to hem. This style 
comes straight from Napoleon's Josephine and is also 
seen in the featured high waistlines. 
English influence 
An English ascot tie is the answer for those awk-
ward necks of suits and suit dresses. It was originally 
worn by the jockies in the famed horse races at Ascot. 
Now it is associated with high fashion as well as with 
riding habits. Leather collar and cuffs, leather as trim 
or in a coat, are touches of medieval magic that makes 
a wardrobe measure up. 
A bit of Scotland has gone a long way in fashions. 
It is the Paisley print. The making of shawls to imitate 
cashmere was the first industry in the town of Paisley. 
Today the cloth is gone, but the printed pattern re-
mains. On wool, corduroy and cotton, for dresses, 
breeches, vests and blouses it is smart to go Scotch. 
Scotland also has given us the perennial plaid. 
With these foreign fashions you will have no trouble 
this fall in featuring your fetching femininity. 
P laids ARE the perennials- especially when coupled with a 
Scottish cashmere sweater as worn here by Jackie Jasper, 
H. Ec. So. 
THE IowA HoMEMAKER 
2406 Lincolnway 
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inter 
is Coming! 
Be snug and warm on those cold winter days 
that are just around the corner. Come in for 
your fashion-wise mittens and slacks. 
CAMPUS TOWN 
Hotne Ec. Ball 
Semiformal 
Non-corsage 
Nov.l4 8:30-12 P.M. 
Combined Ballrooms 
of 
MEMORIAL UNION 
Buy tickets in your residence or the 
foyer of the Home Economics Building. 
Phone 554-W 
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Memorial Union 
Silver Anniversary 
25 YEARS 
OUR APPRECIATION 
OUR HOPE 
For this 25 years to serve Iowa State College - its students, 
alumni and friends. 
For your help in making our program possible. 
That we may serve in an even greater capacity through the 
next 25 years. 
MEMORIAL UNION 
"Erected and operated without the use of tax funds" 
WAJJf 'PUMPKitJ Pte·=· LIKE 
YOU O~EAM ABOUI? 
THE~ NEXT TIME VOU 
SHOP CHOOSE JACK SPRAT 
PUMPKIN·=·----
SIMPLY WONDERFUL.!~~ 
